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Lost in translation:
Centripetal individualism
and the classical concept of
descending representation

Alin Fumurescu
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Abstract

The article argues that by the 17th century, despite the increased intellectual exchanges

of the time, two different kind of individualism were developing across the Channel –

one labeled here as ‘centripetal’, the other one as ‘centrifugal’. On the French side, one

witnesses a focus on forum internum, as the only site of uniqueness and authenticity. On

the British side, the emphasis switched to forum externum and the equality of wills. The

article explores the consequences of these different self-apprehensions of the individual

in terms of different understandings of political representation. I claim that, despite

today’s general consensus, representing ‘the people’ was not naturally assimilated

with an ascending theory of representation. ‘The people’, understood as a whole,

was apprehended in France as still higher than its representatives – kings, Estates, or

Parlements. The idea of individuals willingly delegating their rights and/or authority to a

representative remained for more than a century a peculiar British development. The

consequences of this ascending understanding of representation are to be seriously

reevaluated.

Keywords

ascending representation, centrifugal individualism, centripetal individualism, descending

representation, forum externum, forum internum

The overspread feeling of frustration and disappointment experienced by democ-
racies old and new all across the world needs, unfortunately, little supporting evi-
dence. The loss of confidence in politicians is repeatedly confirmed by polls and
translates into record low turnouts at different levels of the electoral process.1 It has
been claimed that citizens’ loss of trust in their representatives not only raises ethical
or philosophical difficulties but also endangers the very functioning of many
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democratic institutions, affecting the decision-making process.2 I argue that the
problem is misstated. At least partially responsible for this situation is the
modern concept of representation as individuals delegating their rights and author-
ity to an individual or a group of individuals. So deeply embedded is the assump-
tion that this is the only proper way of understanding political representation that it
perpetuates itself practically unchallenged in media, politics, academia, and –
which is probably the most important – in the ranks of the electorate itself.

Following in the footsteps of Walter Ullmann, almost every author that in the
past decades has seriously considered the challenges posed by the idea of political
representation – from Hanna Pitkin to Edward S. Morgan, and from F. R.
Ankersmit to Nadia Urbinatti – took it as a matter of fact: once the descending
theory of representation was discarded altogether with the divine rights of kings, it
was replaced once and for all for with its ascending version – the representation of
the people.3 I claim that, while the representation of people qua individuals prop-
erly qualifies as an ascending theory of representation, this has not always been the
case. In continental Europe and especially in France, the representation of people
has been understood for a longer period of time in the classical sense as descending
(sometimes circular, as I will show) representation.4 The explanation is straight-
forward and made perfect sense for a 17th-century European: as long as the con-
cept of people is understood in a corporate, organic way (as universitas, rather than
societas), this body is above all its representatives (king, parliament, etc.). ‘The
whole body was prior to and greater than the king, greater though he might be
than any individual member of the realm’.5

The implications of such different understandings of representation are not to be
discarded as mere matters of wording. An entire set of questions pertaining to the
mandate versus independent agent controversy, accountability, aesthetic, promis-
sory, anticipative, gyroscopic or surrogate representation, political community, etc.
had to be either rethought on a new basis or, in some cases, discarded altogether.
Evidently, these are more than mere academic issues, having direct implications for
the ways both citizens and politicians understand themselves, their relationship,
and the possibilities opened or closed by modern politics. After all, as Quentin
Skinner argues, ‘what is possible to do in politics is generally limited by what is
possible to legitimize. What you can hope to legitimize, however, depends on what
courses of action you can plausibly range under existing normative principles’.6

I would not claim that this attempt to rethink the basis of political representa-
tion is a pioneering one.7 At the beginning of the 19th century, François Guizot
already realized that the modern concept of representation was seriously flawed.
He argued that a representative government ought not to be confounded with the
sovereignty of the people understood as a collection of wills. Once ‘reason, truth
and justice’ are marginalized in favour of a system based on the representation of
individual wills, such an understanding would not be different in principle from an
aristocratic government, for ‘it connects the right to govern, not with capacity, but
with birth’.8 Once one declares the individual sovereign in virtue exclusively of his
will, it doesn’t matter if this individual is a king, a nobleman, or a ‘lay’ citizen.
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‘The participation in sovereignty is in each case the result of a purely material fact,
independent of the worth of him who possesses it, and of the judgment of those
over whom it is to be exercised’.9 The principle of the sovereignty of the people
understood as a mere collection of individual wills ‘is then radically false; for, under
the pretext of maintaining legitimate equality, it violently introduces equality where
none exists, and pays no regard to legitimate inequality’.10

Obviously, we do not really believe, claimed Guizot, in the equality of wills as
foundation for a representative government, otherwise we would not prevent chil-
dren or madmen from voting, for their wills do not differ in nature from that of a
full-grown man.11 We do believe instead that some are better equipped than others
to seek and discover justice, and to protect the general interests of a society. It is
reason, not will, that we take into consideration in any election. We do not truly
believe that the only legitimate laws for an individual are the ones to which he had
willingly consented, for then ‘this axiom [does] not leave any standing place for
organized power’. For what if my will changes? ‘Yesterday my will was the only
source of legitimacy for the law; why then should the law remain legitimate when it
is no longer sanctioned by my will? Can I not will more than once? Does my will
exhaust its rights by a single act?’12 Answering that the individual ‘willingly’
accepted the will of majority as his will would not do either. We do not really
believe that a majority of wills will transform an unreasonable decision into a
reasonable one, nor an evidently unjust law into a just one, for then the despotism
of the majority could not be checked.13 ‘What we call representation . . . is not an
arithmetical machine employed to collect and count individual wills’.14

Furthermore, we do not truly believe that we stand in relationship with ‘our’ rep-
resentatives as a master over his servant (rather the opposite), nor do we truly
believe that each and every single one of us can possibly be equally represented by
the same individual or group of individuals, for this would deny the very individ-
uality, i.e. uniqueness, that we pretend to cherish so much.

So why cling to a model of representation that we do not really believe in, trying
to improve something evidently misconstrued from its very basic assumptions? In
recent years, the idea of individual representation has come once more under scru-
tiny from a variety of perspectives. Castiglione and Warren, for example, point out
that ‘from the perspective of those who are represented, what is represented are not
persons as such, but some of the interests, identities, and values that persons have
or hold’.15 The individual qua person cannot be represented because what is called
‘the multiple self’ cannot be reduced either to ‘my’ will, or to only one instrumental
form of rationality. If one talks about ‘narrative self’, ‘messy self’, ‘loosely inte-
grated self’, ‘hierarchical self’, ‘parallel selves’, and so forth, if, in other words, one
is not sure how to present oneself, how can one possibly be represented by others,
who claim to be equally representing many other persons as well?16 Dryzek and
Niemeyer propose as a solution: ‘representing discourses not selves’ as a way to
enhance democratic deliberation.17 Representatives are then to be apprehended as
no longer ‘my’ representatives but as representatives of different types of discourse
I believe in (liberal, social-democrat, and the like). As such, these representatives
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are not accountable to ‘me’, qua individual, but to the ideas and/or the ideals they
have promised to uphold while I, qua person, maintain intact the right and the
responsibility to directly participate in the ongoing debate.

It goes without saying that such proposals raise questions of their own and I am
far from fully supporting any one of them in particular. However, I do think that
these are all valuable attempts to radically change our way of conceiving and
understanding political representation. By reviewing and contrasting the classical
notion of descending representation with its modern counterpart in a time when
they were still coexisting side by side and the victory of the latter over the former
was far from clear, I hope to offer a historical perspective on ‘how we got here’ and
by doing so to broaden our sense of possibilities to rethink some deeply embedded
assumptions about politics. What appeared as obsolete yesterday might be today
the key to survival and thriving. Evolution does not follow a linear path, neither in
biology nor in the political realm. The fact that the dinosaurs were so successful for
such a long period of time did not guarantee their survival when times changed.
It appears that times are now changing in politics as well. And sometimes, in such
periods, the winner loses all.

Descending representation

As a word, ‘representation’ comes from Latin (the Greeks had no word for ‘rep-
resentation’), but its original meaning – to present someone or something absent –
‘had nothing to do with agency or government or any of the institutions of Roman
life’.18 ‘[I]ts real expansion begins in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, when
the Pope and the cardinals are often said to represent the persons of Christ and the
Apostles. The connotation is still neither of delegation nor of agency.’19 What Pitkin
failed to observe is that the idea of representing ‘inferiors’ was yet to be discovered
as well. Throughout the Middle Ages most thinkers would have agreed ‘that the
people were prior to the state in the sense that they had created it by setting up the
king over themselves and instituting the laws which regulated the life of the state
and limited the discretion of the ruler’, yet – and this is a crucial distinction – the
people were not apprehended as a collection of individuals, but as universitas.20

In terms of universitas, the same conceptual apparatus informed both the
Church and the kingdom (or the empire) and Roman law terminology was used
to describe relationships inside one and the other(s). The imagery was identical as
well. As Jean Charlier de Gerson concluded in his On Ecclesiastical Power pre-
sented to the Council of Constance in 1417, the pope was the equivalent of the
king, the cardinals of the nobles, ‘and every level of the church was represented in
the general council, which, embracing pope and cardinals along with the rest,
corresponded to the entire body politic’.21 And, since the authority of the whole
is always higher even than the authority of the head, in the 16th century Etienne
Pasquier could safely assert: ‘When I say the authority of the pope is below that of
councils, I follow the greatest theologian we ever had, Master Jean Gerson’.22

The same applied to kings and emperors. If the emperor failed to provide for
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the common good and became a tyrant, the people had a right to resist. The late
16th-century theories of resistance have surprisingly earlier predecessors.

It is to be noted therefore that the original intention in creating the empire was the

public good and advantage rather than private, say that of the emperor Charles.

If therefore the emperor were to turn his anger on the [Italian] republics, to shake

off his yoke of such servitude would not be contrary to natural reason.23

By the 16th century ‘representation’ came to encompass representation of persons,
yet – the case of England aside – the classical ‘descending’ understanding of
representation remained for more than a century unchallenged. One could repre-
sent only something of a superior or equal status, never the other way around.
In 16th- and 17th-century France, for example, one finds hundreds of instances
where representation is mentioned: representations of God, of dreams, of incred-
ible beauty, of heroic characters, of nature, of the loved ones, or of indescribable
pains, but the representative had always a lower status than the represented. The
original was always assumed to be superior to its representative. The list of exam-
ples is too long to be exhausted here. Marc Vitruve Pollion talks in 1547 about
‘representer l’Harmonie celeste’;24 Joachim du Bellay in 1552 about ‘representer en
ses vers tous les accidens divers de l’humaine tragedie’ or ‘ung coeur vicieux’;25 the
same year, Pierre de Ronsard asks ‘Morfée, s’ il te plaist de me representer Cette
nuit ma Cassandre’;26 in 1566 Louis des Masures claims ‘ces personnages donc,
pour les cognoistre mieux, ay-je voulu ici representer aux yeux des benins specta-
teurs’;27 in 1607 Honoré d’Urfé wrote that ‘L’estonnement de Bellinde ne se peut
representer’;28 and so forth. In one single work from 1610, Pierre de Deimier uses
the term ‘representation’ eighteen times yet nowhere is the idea of representing
individuals of an inferior condition ever mentioned.29 As Nicot, Thresor de la
langue francaise, specifies in 1606, there is only one conceivable way one could
represent ‘lay individuals’ – and that is as a community (Representer la communauté
des citoyens, Personam civitatis gerere). The king or his magistrates did represent
the people or another specific community because as a body a community is always
a whole of which the head is but a part.

Despite an excellent analysis of the concept of representation starting with
Hobbes, Pitkin does not consider the possibility that understanding of representa-
tion as an ascending representation of individuals remained for at least a couple of
centuries peculiar to England and its colonies across the Atlantic. As Pitkin’s own
examples confirm, whenever ‘representation’ is used in early French as ‘represen-
tation of a person’, it is either ‘for the way in which a magistrate or attorney stands
and acts for the community’ or, for a single person but with a higher status – ‘a
bailiff can be spoken of representing the person of his lord’.30 As a matter of fact,
the 1690 French dictionary makes explicit this interpretation:

Représenter – tenir la place de quelqu’un, avoir en main son autorité. Le pope repré-

sente Dieu sur la terre. Les Ambassadeurs représente le Prince. Le Magistrate
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représente le Roy. On dit aussi dans la cérémonie du Sacre, un tel Seigneur représen-

tais le Duc de Normandie, le Comte de Champagne. On dit aussi dans les successions

qu’un petit-fils représente son père décédé pour venire partager avec ses oncles a la

succession d’un ayeul31

This type of representation remains a ‘descending’ one – the person to be repre-
sented is of a higher status, i.e. authority, than the ‘representative’ – never the
other way around. Among other things, this has important consequences when
representation comes to the question of accountability. For according to this clas-
sic understanding, the representatives – elected, selected, or simply acknowledged
as such – were accountable to and foremost to the higher authority they were
designated to represent: God, kings, princes, communities, or even the entire popu-
lus. If they failed their mission of representation, it was because they have failed to
properly represent this higher principle or authority, not the individuals.32 Except
for the high-ranking officials sending out their representatives, the individuals who
have chosen, designated, or accepted a representative (say, a member of the par-
liament, the king, a bishop, the pope, etc.) did not grant nor create any authority in
the process. As far as the individual was concerned, the consequences of this classic
understanding of representation will become obvious once one considers the for-
gotten dialectic between his forum internum and his forum externum.

The dialectic of the individual

Any discussion about political representation, i.e. about the relationship between
individuals and the political sphere, ought to clarify first the understanding of the
very concept of ‘individual’. Unfortunately, this is not always the case. We tend to
take ‘the individual’ for granted and focus solely on the question of representation.
Yet the concept of the individual proves at a closer look at least as challenging as
the one of representation. Contrary to the previously generally agreed upon opin-
ion according to which the question of ‘individuality’ is essentially a modern one,
many historians acknowledge today that around the 12th and 13th centuries the
issue had already started to be framed in ways that can be regarded as frontrunners
of the contemporary perspective. If for previous scholars, such as Jacob
Burckhardt or Otto von Gierke, during the Middle Ages man was known solely
in terms of collectivity (race, corporation, family, people, and the like) and the
‘true’ personality remained ‘the group’ until the Italian Renaissance – a perspective
that will decisively influence the work of historians and sociologists of the 20th
century – contemporary scholars beg to differ.33

To their merit, the American historians were the pioneers of this unorthodox
interpretation of the Middle Ages. Back in the 1920s, Charles Homer Haskins was
the first one to talk about the ‘Renaissance of twelfth century’ and in an essay
published in 1972 Colin Morris considers the period between 1050 and 1200, the
time of ‘a rediscovery of the individual’.34 Yet the merit of these scholars was
mostly limited to moving back in time the ‘emergence’ of the modern individual.
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Thankfully, their works will be reevaluated by the end of the 20th century and the
beginnings of the 21st, when it became obvious that individual and groups were not
opposites but rather constitutive of each other.35 As Anthony Black put it, ‘it
would make little sense to talk of the individual having claims against the commu-
nity; the latter upheld his claims’.36

However, most contemporary scholars are still working within the dialectic
individual–collectivity, with little or no attention to another, more significant dia-
lectic situated inside the individual: the one between his forum internum and his
forum externum that basically shaped the common (self) understanding of the indi-
vidual and of his relationship with universitas during the medieval times. In fact, the
medieval individual proves much more sophisticated that we normally care to
admit and at least partially responsible for this complexity was the Christian
built-in ambivalence about identity. One cannot accept the counter-intuitive idea
of one God in three persons, each of the three being in turn ‘fully’ God, without
consequences for the ways in which one understands oneself and society as a whole.
All of the words that we typically associate with the modern concept of the indi-
vidual (identity, person, subjectivity, and, of course, individual) – albeit of Latin
origins – have been irreversibly marked by their Christian utilization, and proved
crucial in shaping the understanding the relationship between uniqueness and iden-
tity.37 One was at once created in God’s image (therefore identical with any other
human being), personally responsible because unique in God’s eyes, and a member
of the Church. In the forum internum one was accountable only to God, while in the
forum externum one was accountable to the universitas.

The formalization of the distinction between forum internum and forum exter-
num can be traced back at least to the conciliar literature, apparently sometime
after 1140, although most likely it is even older. The revival of Roman law and its
differentiation between public and private law – lex publica and lex privata – made
this distinction almost ‘natural’.38 It referred to ‘the two broad arenas in which the
Church’s canon law was operative: the external forum of ecclesiastical courts and
the internal forum of conscience and of penance’.39 Although the wording some-
times differs, the sense remains the same. For most of the Middle Ages, instead of
forum internum one may find forum consicentiae or forum poenitentiale, while for
the forum externum one also finds in usage forum judiciale. Thomas Aquinas, for
example, in Scriptum Super Sententiis, uses interchangeably forum conscientiae with
forum poenitentiale, and for forum externum he prefers forum judiciale, yet the idea
is the same: while the forum externum is formalized, with specific procedures,
judged by trained professionals, etc., the forum internum is rather informal and
less concerned with procedures.40 If the external forum is mandatory – you are
compelled to appear before an ecclesiastical court if required – the internal one is
entirely voluntary: nobody can force anybody else to confess and repent, although
the Fourth Lateran Council made, at least theoretically, mandatory the require-
ment of at least one annual confession, for males and females. Unfortunately,
because most scholars are still looking for an individual that corresponds to the
modern definition, i.e. is not just rational and morally responsible but also
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autonomous and isolated, the importance of the Fourth Lateran Council is often
evaluated from this one-sided perspective.

Twelfth-century theological and philosophical texts had already emphasized a kind of

ethical personalism by focusing on the sphere of private, individual intention behind

acts. As Peter Abelard had proclaimed early in the twelfth century, it was the moral

value of a person’s intentions that gave value to his acts rather than their conse-

quences. Out of this concern for private intention arose the expanded practice of

private confession as stipulated in the decrees of the Fourth Lateran Council of

1215.41

It will be however a mistake to focus solely on the growing acceptance of an
autonomous forum internum, without taking into consideration the other face of
the coin – the forum externum. As I will try to show, such distinctions are better
understood not as oppositions but rather as poles constitutive of each other in a
sometimes more delicate, sometimes more roughly displayed dialectic. Needless to
say, I use the two fora in a looser sense than the canonists of the 12th century –
as probably did most medieval writers: by forum internum I understand the forum
in which the individual is characterized by authenticity and autonomy (in the
etymological sense of giving one’s own laws – auto-nomos), and by the forum
externum, the one in which individuality was ensured by membership in some
universitas.

About the 12th and 13th century one observes the emergence and the consol-
idation of the first and last name, of heraldic signs, signatures, seals, portraits,
and iconography. They were all conceived as methods to identify the individual
and yet, at the same time, as a member of a certain group (universitas). Such
‘markers of individualization’ (marqueurs de l’individuation) – as Bedos-Rezak
coined it – ‘have not a raison d’être but in reference to a group’.42 The surname,
for example, emerges by the 11th century, replacing the practice of a unique
name. It indicated either genealogy (nomen paternum), place of birth, or occupa-
tion – all meant to situate the individual inside a larger community (‘the son
of . . .’, ‘the tallest one’, ‘the butcher’, or the like). The same applies to armour
and heraldic signs. At a first sight, one might think that such signs were meant to
distinguish the individual on the battlefield. Yet, as Michel Pastoureau persua-
sively argues, they are less a way of identification and more a way of situating.
The warrior is less a certain individual than part of certain knighthood, with a
given rank inside it. The seal, too, was more ‘a measure of the social status than
of the individual character’.43 The examples are far more numerous, but they all
suggest that the process of individualization was (is?) intimately connected with
the one of situating into a larger category.44

The importance of this permanent dialectic between the individual qua individ-
ual and the individual qua member (i.e. representative) of a universitas cannot be
stressed enough, because it helps us understand how the individual emerged from
the interplay between his forum internum and his forum externum and why
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conformity was the surest path toward originality.45 Since man is man on account
of being God’s creature, sharing in God’s image and his rationality, the more he
got closer to the ‘proper’ representation, the more he shared in the divine essence
and the better he could fulfill his unique role as a distinct member of a larger body.
The uniqueness of every individual was insured in his forum internum by the fact
that he was a morally independent individual, accountable only to God, while in
the forum externum he was accountable to the universitas as a distinct member of
the corporate body. Yet at the same time, the sameness among individuals was
preserved in the forum internum by the fact that everyone was created in God’s
image, and in the forum externum by everybody’s membership in the same univer-
sitas. True independence and authenticity in the private sphere required conformity
in the public. One was an ‘I’ because one was a ‘member’ and one could be a
‘member’ only to the extent to which one was an ‘I’. We can still observe remnants
of this dialectic at work in modern settings.

The actual ambivalence of individualism was already resented during the Middle

Ages .. . .A history of individualization should not be separated from a history of

forms, real or imagined, of social aggregations. The various communitarian orders

that we have identified prepared more or less the forms of the Republic, of the Nation,

of the State, the Party, entities essential for modernity, that the individual never ceased

to appeal to and to reject at the same time.46

Centripetal individualism and the representation of
forum externum

Considering the fragility of this dialectic it was to be expected that the equilibrium
would get off balance sooner or later. Those who favored forum internum, like the
canonist Nicolas de Tudeschis, archbishop of Palermo (or Panormitanus), favoured
also the rule fides in uno solo (the faith of one) and the personalized communication
of each believer with the Holy Spirit. In terms of the relationship between forum
internum and forum externum he does not hesitate to assert the supremacy of the
first: ‘Against the law of the conscience one has not to obey any superior, not even
the pope’. If the laws are two (duae sunt leges), than the private law (the law of the
conscience) is more powerful then the public one (private est potentior publicae).47

Even Pope Urban II (1088–99) in a text attributed by Gratian (c.1140) seems to
favor private over public law:

There are two laws, one public, the other private. The public law contains all that the

Saint Fathers have written or confirmed .. . .The private law is that which, by the

inspiration of the Holy Spirit, is inscribed in the heart .. . . If someone . . . touched by

the blow of the Holy Spirit wants to save his soul in a convent, because he is guided

by the private law, there is no reason why he should be prevented by the public law.

For the private law has more dignity than the public one.48
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Yet maybe the author who can be safely considered the frontrunner of centrip-
etal individualists of the 16th and 17th century, emphasizing the necessity to refo-
cus on the forum internum, remains Bernard de Clairvaux. In his 12th-century
De consideratione he warns his former friend and pupil, now Pope Eugene III,
that being the head of the Church, responsible for the salvations of so many
souls, should not mean neglecting his own – quite the contrary:

Your attention ought to be directed firstly on yourself and not to be distracted some-

place else .. . .What good is . . . to win over the entire world if you ruin yourself, who

are unique? . . .When you will know all the mysteries, the width of earth, the height of

heavens, and the depth of seas, would you ignore yourself you would resemble a man

who built with no foundation, preparing not the edifice, but the ruin. Everything that

you’ve built outside yourself will be but a handful of dust in the wind .. . .You are for

yourself the first and the last one.49

It goes almost without saying that the success of such self-centred theories of
individuality could not remain without a counter-reaction, or the Church would
have been resigned by the 14th century to a fragmentation among as many private
devotees as there were believers having a one-to-one relationship with God. The
vision of the organic body of the Church would have been irremediably shattered.
In 1331, Pope John XXII openly attacked the scholastic trend of elevating the
personal experience of the divinity at the expense of the communitarian side of
the Church. If all that counts is the beatitude of the individual soul immediately
after death, what good is the Final Judgment? If one got one’s reward (or punish-
ment) so soon, what is left to Christ to judge the second time? According to the
second Pope d’Avignon, the true beatitude in the presence of God is not possible
until the whole body of the Church is reunited, i.e. only after the coming of the
Kingdom of God on earth. Balancing on the other side, his successor, Pope Benoit
XII (Jacques Fournier), almost turned this interpretation entirely upside-down.
After that, the entire history of the Church, culminating but not ending with the
Reformation, can be seen as an attempt to deal with this dialectic of an individual
caught between his forum internum and his forum externum – and with its excesses.

By the end of the 16th century in France the sharp distinction between private
and public spheres was doubled by a strong individualism – individualism based
upon a ‘natural’ hierarchy, but individualism nonetheless.50 The explanation runs
deeper than the generally accepted siding of the nascent modern individual with the
nascent modern state against old forms of corporatism such as parishes, guilds, and
the like.51 On the one hand, the newly discovered state managed to replace the
ancient corps and communities, yet remained an entity transcending the ‘individ-
uals’.52 ‘No ‘‘mere conglomeration of individuals’’, far more than the sum of its
parts, the state was reality in its most developed form, the supreme ‘‘unity of
universal and particular’’’.53 On the other hand, as we have seen, the interplay
between forum internum and forum externum was not, by any means, a new one.
Yet the series of crises – religious, intellectual, social, and political – that marked
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the period helped in refining and restating the dialectic between private and public
even further, serving as a catalyst. ‘Individualism dominated French ethics and
psychology from the end of the sixteenth century well into the seventeenth, and
proved for a time an admirable efficient ideology for the subjects of an absolutist
state’.54

Historians tend to agree that during this period the French manifested a peculiar
disregard for civic or political involvement, at least when compared with their
British counterparts. Keohane, for example, observes that ‘even at the height of
participatory humanism a few men of letters (including Rabelais) and a few jurists
(including La Boétie) expressed contempt for politics and advocated some version
of a life devoted to pleasant learning and good company’.55 ‘The continual involve-
ment of their counterparts across the Channel in politics during this century, and
the development of civic ethics there, provide further evidence that the French
political culture in the age of Henry IV, Louis XIII, and Louis XIV is a phenom-
enon that needs explaining’.56

While I do not intend to dispute this interpretation, I argue that the perspective
is rather one-sided. If one disregards the interplay between the two fora one can
make sense neither of the widespread French contempt for the ‘multitude’ nor of
the seriousness with which the idea of popular sovereignty was put into practice in
the rare instances when the conjecture allowed it. One cannot understand the
paradoxes of the Fronde that later will mark the French Revolution as well
unless one takes into consideration the dialectic between private and public,
between the forum internum and the forum externum, that was already in place
more than a century before.

For the early modern Frenchman, as for the medieval one, regardless of his
status, the forum internum could never be represented. Nobody could represent
one’s ‘inner self’, regardless of how one defined it. On the other hand, forum
externum was the forum of the acting individual, which drives individuals to fulfill
the requirements of their ‘office’. In this capacity, the individual could be repre-
sented. Ambassadors and magistrates represented the king in virtue of his office, i.e.
in his forum externum. The same applied to the ‘lay’ individual – he was represented
in virtue of his membership of a certain universitas, but not in terms of his forum
internum, as a unique human being.

For example, the wars of religion of the 16th and 17th centuries in France had a
double effect, unintended by any of the enthusiastic participants. In the political
sphere, the zealots – as Charron points out – managed to give Christianity a bad
name. ‘Quelles exécrables méchancetés n’a produit le zele de religion? . . .Cette
guerre intestine . . . est un venin qui consomme toute l’humanité’.57 The Huguenot
Francois de la Noue is even harsher.

Si on demande qui a produite telle génération (d’incroyants et de libertins), on ne

répondra pas mal que ce sont nos guerres pour la religion qui nous a fait oublier la

religion. Et ne faut point que ni les uns ni les autres dissent: c’est le parti contraire qui

engendre les athéistes, car tous partis y se rencontrent.58
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But this was only half of the story. In the religious sphere these wars of
religion had also the paradoxical effect of turning women and men toward pri-
vate prayer and meditation. ‘Individual piety developed and grew stronger,
among clergy and laity alike, as increasing emphasis was laid on examen de
conscience, confession and the prayerful study of certain devotional works’.59

Thus, for a variety of reasons that cannot be exhausted here, by 1600 this cen-
tripetal individualism was already well under way and manifested itself under a
variety of forms. Scorning the irrationality of the zealots in the public sphere
while stressing the authenticity of individual piety were two sides of the same
coin, in the same way that the scorn for the multitude was doubled by the praise
of the conceptualized ‘people’.

From different perspectives, to be sure, authors such as Seysell, Bodin,
Montaigne, Charron, or Pascal agreed that the individual fully manifested himself
only in the confines of the private sphere. Only here, in what Montaigne called ‘the
back room of the mind’, was he able to preserve space for his freedom of consci-
ence. ‘The wise man should withdraw his soul within, out of the crowd, and keep it
in freedom and power to judge things freely’.60 Here, there was no other authority
beside his conscience (and, eventually, God). ‘My reason is not trained to bend and
bow’, he said.61 Here, in the back room of his mind, he was what he really was.
Here, his true self could be explored and, most important, could be protected. The
centrifugal temptations of public sphere ought therefore to be resisted for the sake
of the self.

It was a paradoxical command that was given us of old by that god of Delphi: Look

into yourself, know yourself, keep to yourself; bring back your mind and your will,

which are spending themselves elsewhere, into themselves; you are running out, you

are scattering yourself; concentrate yourself, resist yourself; you are being betrayed,

dispersed, and stolen away from yourself.62

When it came to the individual’s true self, no ‘arbitration’ or judgment by some-
body else could be a more appropriate judge, for only conscience can read even the
most secret intentions of the heart. ‘So wonderful is the power of conscience [that]
it makes us betray, accuse, and fight against ourselves, and for want of other
witnesses, to give evidence against ourselves’, says Montaigne.63 But if conscience
could be protected from the outside world by simply refusing its judgment in the
private sphere, what happened with the individual when such strategy was no
longer possible, for he could not (and should not) remain forever confined in it?

As Bodin pointed out, as soon as the individual ‘goes forth out of his own house
where he commands, to negotiate and traffic with other heads of families about that
which concern concerns them all in general’, he becomes a ‘companion, equally and
fellow-like with others’.64 Once he enters the sphere of la chose publique, he loses his
individuality, becoming a member of a pre-existing community, defined mainly by
his role in this larger structure – the corporate body. In such a community the
member enjoyed equality but endangered his individuality. The only thing that
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ensured his distinctiveness in this commonly defined public realm was his honour,
i.e. his reputation among his peers. To clarify this point, Arendt’s description of life
in the ancient polis offers a nice parallel and deserves a lengthy quotation:

[The] modern equality, based on the conformism inherent in society . . . is in every

respect different from equality in antiquity . . .To belong to the few ‘equals’ (homoioi)

meant to be permitted to live among peers; but the public realm itself, the polis, was

permeated by a fiercely agonal spirit, where everybody had constantly to distinguish

himself from all others, to show through unique deeds or achievements that he was the

best of all (aien aristeuein). The public realm, in other words, was reserved for indi-

viduality; it was the only place where men could show who they really and inexchange-

ably were.65

The same applies in the case of early modern French society. As Keohane observes,
by the 17th century, the ethic of la gloire – the ethic of Corneille, Balzac, and
Descartes – provided a different strategy – ‘an alternative to the retiring and skep-
tical sage who was the libertine’s ideal’.66 In the public sphere, honour, glory and
reputation became the equivalent of conscience in the private realm, and therefore
defining attributes of individuality to be protected ‘à tout prix’. The many ideolog-
ical forms this way of thinking embraced are proofs of its resilience and versatility.
Faced with absolutist dogma, on the one hand, and corporatist thinking, on the
other, the French ‘obsession’ with the preservation of the distinctiveness, and thus
the ‘authenticity’ of the individual, can be traced down in otherwise sharply
opposed ethical ideals: not only of the aristocratic hero praised by Corneille, or
the libertines of which Montaigne and Charron are the most prominent figures, but
also the Jansenist solitaires, of which Pascal was perhaps the perfect embodiment.
As Keohane keenly observes, ‘there were similarities within these teachings that
make it unwise to treat them as wholly distinct’.67 They all shared a common
language – the language of ‘virtues’ (although not necessarily ‘civic virtue’) as
opposed to the language of ‘rights’.68 Virtue cannot be ‘represented’ for by its
nature it ‘may be developed, but cannot be distributed’.69 As J. Peter Euben
remarks: ‘If politics is a partnership in virtue, how could I designate someone to
be virtuous for me?’70

The French version of contractarianism

The best way of checking this quite complex understanding of representation is by
looking at the French versions of contractarianism. What we find is that the French
Huguenots, among the first to talk overtly about a ‘contract’ between the people
and the king in order to justify the right to rebel (soon to be followed by the
Catholics of the League when the tables had turned), never mentioned individuals
delegating their rights. Not surprising then, some scholars find no novelty in the
works of the French monarchomachs, arguing that they expose only ‘quasi-feudal
contractualism’ and they are ‘medieval rather than Protestant’.71 Obviously, the
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underlying assumption in such observations is an evolutionary one: if such theories
are not really of scholarly interest it is because they are not ‘evolved’ or ‘modern’
enough. However, it is equally possible that what these theories were attempting to
develop was a classic yet equally interesting understanding of politics, by refusing
the idea of individuals’ representation as basis for political legitimacy.

The emphasis in Franco-Gallia, Réveille Matin, or Vindiciae contra tyrannos, was
not on a social contract between individuals, but on the governmental contract,
between le peuple as a whole and the king. For these authors contracts were the
results, not the cause, of society. They were created by ius civile, the product of
civilized man, not by ius naturale. ‘There was no idea of social contract involved in
this, simply because promises took their force from their convenience to social
man, just as property did. Natural man had nothing to contract about: no dominium
and no rights to renounce or transfer.’72

Sovereignty resided ‘naturally’ with the people but ‘the populus [was] not con-
ceived as in any sense a sovereign agent’.73 As the Church was composed from all
the believers yet priesthood alone was its active agent, so the people’s sovereignty
was represented by its upper classes, ‘des gens de bien et d’honneur comme repré-
sentant la personne du peuple, lequel les commet à cela et leur donne cette puis-
sance’.74 ‘The kings of Francogallia were constituted by the authoritative decision
and desire of the people, that is, of the orders, or, as we are now accustomed to say,
of the estates’.75 But what in theory was the whole commonwealth (Republicae in
universum), in practice should become a selection of its wisest and more worthy
individuals (optimates), ‘lest the council be hindered by the judgment of an inex-
perienced and vulgar multitude which was incapable of judging anything wisely’.76

Thus, the right of resistance was conceived as belonging not to individuals but to
the community and its representatives – Parlements, Estates General, or
magistrates.

What is more striking is that even the Huguenots, who by the end of the 17th
century were writing once more about the social contract and the right to rebel, did
not follow their English counterparts to the extent of accepting the idea of indi-
vidual political rights. Despite the fact that, after the Revocation of the Edict of
Nantes, they wholeheartedly embraced the theories of Hobbes or Locke, they also
remained suspicious about conferring the right to rebel on individuals. Their focus
remained le peuple understood once more in an organic sense. For Pierre Jurieu, for
example, ‘the rights to be guaranteed are the rights of the people or the nation, and
not yet strictly the rights of the individuals, as in Locke’.77 In Jurieu’s understand-
ing, ‘the movement of authority is circular’: ‘it comes from God directly on the
People & from the people it ascends to Synods & to Bishops, this is the manner in
which authority rolls in confederated Societies’.78

What is downright confusing for modern scholars is the different understanding
of what ‘representation’ stands (or should stand) for.79 If sometimes nobles repre-
sented ‘the people’, other times city magistrates, Parlements or the Estates, it is
because there is no clear-cut recipe for the representation of the whole: what
mattered foremost for these writers is who, at any given moment, has a better
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and unbiased understanding of what the true interests of the people are. Thus, they
insisted that governmental contracts were contracts ‘of reason’ as opposed to the
‘contracts of will’. The emphasis was on the concept of ‘the people’, not on its real-
life manifestation. The real-life manifestation of the people, through its kings,
Estates, magistrates, nobles, or even through popular assemblies could still be
corrupted, if unreasonable. Therefore, sometimes the concept of the people is
better grasped by a handful of individuals, sometimes by a formal body, elected
or not. At any rate, since representation remains representation of a higher author-
ity, or of a principle, there is no single individual or institution that in any
circumstances can claim to be the proper ‘representative of the people’.

Conclusions

I have tried to show that for the medieval person the question of individuality and
political representation was far more complex than we, the moderns, would care to
admit. Each individual was characterized by the interplay between his forum inter-
num, the forum of authenticity, and his forum externum, the forum of conformity
with the requirements of some universitas. Representation was possible only in the
forum externum, for the forum internum can never be represented. Therefore the
whole individual would have never conceded his political authority to the hands of
anybody else. This created a paradoxical attitude toward politics once absolutism
and the emergence of the modern state put more pressure on the requirements of
the external forum. On the one hand, French thinkers claimed in a classical vein
that each man should participate in the protection of the common good, according
to his station in life (‘in his degree and according to his quality’),80 yet on the other
they warned against the dangers of taking this involvement at a personal level.
In other words, they cautioned against the dangers of mistaking the forum exter-
num for the forum internum. They were no idealists. On the contrary, most of them
were skeptics, fully aware of the fact that politics required a different kind of
morality and a different kind of virtue ‘assigned to the affairs of the world’, a
‘virtue with many bends, angles, and elbows, so as to join and adapt itself to
human weakness’.81

Each one of us plays two roles and has two personae, the one alien and in appearance

only, the other our own and essential to us. It is important to know the difference

between the skin and the costume. The skilful man will perform his office well but

never forget to judge clearly the folly, the vice, the knavishness he finds there. He will

exercise his charge because this is the practice in his country; it is useful to the public

and can be also to himself . . .One must make use and avail oneself of the world as one

finds it, but nevertheless consider it as a thing alien to oneself . . .82

The ‘raison d’état’ – so widely accepted during the late 16th century – could trump
any other moral consideration and one should not therefore envy the sovereign,
argued Charron (himself a supporter of the absolute sovereignty via Bodin): he is
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forced to actually sacrifice his forum internum in order to comply with the require-
ments of the forum externum. ‘If the grandeur and sovereignty are so desired by
everyone it is because all the good that is appears on the outside, and all its evil is
inside.’ The advantages are just appearances. ‘The nom and title of sovereign,
the display and its outside is beautiful, pleasant and ambitious, but the task and
its inside is tough, difficult and quite thorny . . . It is a public and honorable servi-
tude, a noble misery, a rich captivity’.83 Unless one knows how to properly deli-
mitate the two fora, political involvement implies considerable risks for one’s
forum internum.

Paradoxically at first sight, it was precisely this dual perspective and the insis-
tence on the distinction between the two fora that allowed the survival – or rather
the safe hibernation – of the individual in the absolutist 17th century. By exacer-
bating forum externum, absolutism helped the reinforcement of the forum internum.
From this perspective, Vittor Ivo Comparato is right when he claims, ‘absolutism
becomes something more than a background issue: it is the very condition for
private freedom’.84 When, by the 18th century, the idea of individuals having a
say in the political process finally gained momentum in France, this suddenly
politically awakened individual took it à la lettre and was not satisfied with a
more or less fictional delegation of authority. By then, he might have forgotten
the dialectic of the two fora, but he still resisted both the idea of individual repre-
sentation ‘without a rest’ and the idea of the people as a mere collection of auton-
omous wills. As a result, he demanded a more direct involvement, yet at the same
time he remained cautious about ‘wills without reason’. Without this dialectic, the
peculiar French stubbornness with regard to participatory politics can hardly be
explained, but nor can the suspicion against the ‘tyranny of majority’ or the empha-
sis on the unity of ‘la Nation’ or ‘la Republique’.

The excesses that characterized the French Revolution did a lot to discredit
corporatist thinking and the seemingly paradoxical emphasis on direct political
participation. However, as I have tried to suggest, the reasons are to be found in
a mistaken interpretation of what I have labeled here as the dialectic of the indi-
vidual. Of course, if one reduces the individual to either one of his two constitutive
dimensions we are prone to end up with a rather bleak picture: either an anomic
society of alienated individuals, disconnected from a political sphere by which they
feel no longer ‘represented’, or some totalitarian version in which the requirements
of membership take over the uniqueness and freedom of each individual. It is not
the aim of this article to explore the opportunities opened up by this reconsidera-
tion of political representation. I am however fully persuaded that virtually all of
the issues connected one way or another with the politics of identity – and which
politics will not end up raising the question of identity? – from the ones pertaining
to unions, partisanship, and social classes to ethnic or sexual minorities, would
benefit from such reconsideration.

Certainly, it would not be easy to ask both the electorate and the politicians that
claim to represent it to seriously rethink some basic assumptions that for over a
century were taken for granted. But I think it would be a rewarding effort.
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